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Once I was teaching a class where majority of the students were Chinese. An Indian girl shared with the class how much inconvenience she had to go 
through as the school did not have a Tamil teacher because there were too few Indian students in the school. While everyone else was done for the day, 
she would have to travel to where her mother tongue classes were held. She could not understand why she couldn’t have her lessons in the school the 
same time the other students took their mother tongue classes. The other students were quick to point out that it was not financially viable to give her 
that convenience and she shouldn't complain when she had an extra break during mother tongue class (for the other students). 

A privilege is something that is given to you naturally but not to others. How then do we understand the privilege given to us and how not everyone has 
the same thing that we do? How do we have that conversation while acknowledging and honouring the unfairness that others go through? I ask 
everyone to open your heart and put yourself in the shoes of others. Let's practice empathy together. 

Rei Poh
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Here are nine moments from the play, three of which are moments when the character in question is being ‘racist’ by 
categorising or discriminating against others based on the other characters’ ‘race’. Can you circle these three moments that 
involve such categorisation or discrimination? (Check your answer at the side of page 3 after you are done)

#1 MALAY POLICEMAN #2 CHINESE POLICEMAN

[WHERE]
At the building entrance.

[WHEN] 
After the Malay policeman was asked by the Chinese 

policeman to check the bag of the man with the black bag.
[WHAT] 

The Malay policeman unzipped the bag and 
examined its contents.   

[WHERE]
In the MRT.

[WHEN]
While talking to her son in Mandarin over 

the phone.
[WHAT]

In response to her son wanting to join the soccer team, 
Mrs. Lim said, “Don’t want la. There’s a lot of Malays in there. 

Hah? I come back then we talk again.”

[WHERE]
At the building entrance.

[WHEN]
After the Chinese policeman checked the IC of the man with 
the black bag, and also heard from the Malay policeman that 

there is only a sarong and newspapers inside the bag.
[WHAT]

The Chinese policeman took the bag from the Malay 
policeman and shook out its contents onto the floor.

#4 MRS. LIM

[WHERE]
In the MRT.

[WHEN]
A few minutes after the MRT had suddenly stopped moving 

after Mrs Lim said aloud, “Could it be another bomb?”
[WHAT]

Priya told Mrs Lim, “Auntie, can you stop spreading rumours? 
Don’t you read the newspaper?”

#5 PRIYA

[WHERE]
In the MRT.

[WHEN]
After David told Faizal that Faizal should ask the man about 

his black bag because they are both Malay.
[WHAT]

Faizal said to David, “Can you Chinese just shut up!”

#7 FAIZAL

[WHERE]
In the MRT.

[WHEN]
As Faizal was talking to the man with the black bag and trying 

to ask him to open his bag.
[WHAT]

The man asked if Faizal feared him because of the man’s 
beard, dressing, or how he looked. The man said that because 

of how the man dressed, he “can’t even find a job.”

#8 MAN WITH THE BLACK BAG
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Activity 1: Everyone’s a little bit ‘racist’?



#3 MRS. LIM

[WHERE]
In the MRT.

[WHEN]
After the MRT stopped moving, the lights suddenly dimmed.

[WHAT] 
David exclaimed, “Stupid terrorists! What do they want?” 

#6 DAVID

[WHERE]
In the MRT.

[WHEN]
After the driver had entered the carriage, and David had 

told him their suspicion that the man is a terrorist because 
of his black bag. 

[WHAT]
The driver radioed a colleague to “call the police” 

because “the black bag lah…” 

#9 MRT DRIVER

[WHERE] 
In the MRT.

[WHEN]
After Faizal explained to Mrs. Lim that his name is 

pronounced as ‘Faizal’, not ‘Pasal’ as Mrs. Lim had been 
calling him during their conversation.

[WHAT]
Mrs. Lim said, “Pasal… correct what?” 

Do you agree with the answer, or are you surprised that some of the 
moments count as being ‘racist’?

Answer: 

Moments #4, #7, and #9 are moments where categorisation or 
discrimination by ‘race’ occurs.

*Note: Moment #3 is very insensitive and dismissive of Faizal’s 
concerns, which is problematic, but Mrs. Lim is arguably not 
categorising or discriminating by ‘race’ per se.

Why do you think the 
characters responded 
as they did?

Are their comments and/ 
or actions justifiable?
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Throughout the play, there are 
constant references to the black 
bag that the man is carrying, 
including in moment #9.

However, did you notice that all 
the characters are carrying
black bags?



Some of the instances listed are quite obvious, but some are examples of a more common form of ‘racism’ – ‘casual racism’. 

‘Casual racism’ is defined by The Australian Human Rights Commission as “one form of racism”, and “refers to conduct involving negative 
stereotypes or prejudices about people on the basis of race, colour or ethnicity.” 

Examples of ‘casual racism’ include:

If you were in the following situations, what do you think you can do?

A)   In conversation, one of your friends makes a joke about another ‘race’, and everybody at the
       table laughs. 

       I can: 

B)   A classmate is late for a group meeting. You hear someone else in the group saying “aiyoh, why are  
       their people always so slow ah”.
      
       I can:

‘Casual racism’ isn’t usually intended to cause offence or harm, and people might say ‘there’s no real discrimination happening’. However, ‘racism’ 
goes beyond intention and is also about impact!

If you find yourself being a bystander in 
one of these situations, what can you do? 
Scan this QR code to find out strategies 
to intervene as a bystander:

URL: https://youtu.be/NNDZfZ7KYNs 

jokes off-handed comments
exclusion of people 

from social situations

Activity 2: Casual Racism 

C)   On a crowded bus, you see that nobody wants to sit next to someone who’s dressed like the man  
       with the black bag. 

       I can:
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In the past few years, there have been a number of ads that have been accused by netizens of being ‘racist’, and we have 
described them below. Reading the linked articles and seeing the reproduced images of the ads, do you think people are 
perhaps being oversensitive, or are these ads really ‘racist’? 

For instance, do they seem to categorise or discriminate against one group versus the other, or perhaps seem to be making 
jokes around negative stereotypes or prejudices about people based on their ‘race’ or ethnicity?

5

An ad by a personal care chain store (‘W’) was created based on a 
Malay folklore in which the female protagonist has a beautiful 
voice but is dark-skinned. 

When she is first seen, she is depicted with her face painted 
entirely black. Then, after washing her face, she is revealed to be 
actually fair-skinned and good-looking. 

The slogan of the ad was that ‘only at ‘W’ will you be beautiful’.

You can access images from the ad here: https://bit.ly/2rofRMH 

Curious about what other people think about these ads? Scan the 
QR code to read through other perspectives!

URL: http://dramabox.org/downloads/
Trick_or_Threat_2018-List_of_Resources.pdf 

An online retail store had Caucasian children modeling outfits 
titled ‘Chinese fancy dress costume’, with the models pulling back 
the corners of their eyes in reference to Asians’ ‘slanted eyes’.

You can access images from the ad here: https://bit.ly/2wiXi23 

Whatever your stance on these ads are, some of your friends may 
agree, while others may disagree. However, if someone's view differs 
from yours, how will you choose to respond? 

Will you ignore or dismiss their views, or will you try to engage in 
conversation with them and try to understand their perspective?

In a body wash ad, a dark-skinned woman takes off her shirt to 
reveal a fair-skinned woman underneath, who then takes off her 
shirt in turn to reveal a medium-skinned woman underneath.

You can access images from the ad here:
https://bit.ly/2jyJveo

Case #1
Your Thoughts

Case #2

Case #3

Activity 3 
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Interested to learn more about the arts? Check out www.esplanade.com/learn for more resources!

‘Racist’ attitudes have had an impact on 
society in so many ways. In fact, cameras 
perpetuated the discrimination against 
skin tones at one point! 

Read more by scanning this code:  

URL: https://petapixel.com/2015/09/19/
heres-a-look-at-how-color-film-was-origi
nally-biased-toward-white-people/ 

#2#1 #3Trick or Threat! was created in 2007, 
after the September 11 attacks.

It was denied an outdoor performance 
license just days before its slated 
performance, and had to be staged 
inside a tent.

It is Drama Box's longest-running show, 
and has been performed more than 20 
times since 2007, engaging nearly 3000 
people, including audiences from the 
general public, grassroots leaders and 
community partners.

Trick or Threat! is a Forum Theatre piece, 
which is a form that was developed by 
Brazilian theatre master Augusto Boal 
under the larger umbrella of ‘Theatre of
 the Oppressed’. 

A key characteristic of Forum Theatre is 
that it is meant to give voice to the 
marginalised and those on the fringes of 
society. Through its unique form, Forum 
Theatre pieces invite passive spectators to 
become proactive "spect-actors" by 
coming onstage to replace actors and 
change the outcome of a play.

Drama Box creates theatre that inspires dialogue, reflection and change. By shining a spotlight on marginalised narratives and making space for the 
communal contemplation of complex issues, we seek to tell stories that provoke a deeper understanding of Singapore’s culture, history and identity.

Drama Box is a recipient of the National Arts Council’s Major Grant 2017 – 2020. Drama Box is also a member of the Singapore Chinese Language 
Theatre Alliance.

www.dramabox.org 
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